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The key to the high quality
of our services is our sterling
reputation and a professional
team devoted to protecting
and acting in our clients'
best interests.
Our key aim is to establish
a long-term partnership
with our clients. Our services
are available to all our clients

Let us introduce you to the Regionservice Attorney Association
that is an acknowledged nationwide leader in legal services
specializing in business.
We started our operations 20 years ago with representation
of the key industrial companies of Kuzbass.
Today the legal support of Regionservice is in great demand,
all across Russia.

whenever they please.
We will rise to every challenge
and when the outlook
may not be in our favor
we will be there to support
you and solve it efficiently
and effectively. That is why our
motto is: «PARTNERSHIP
IN THE NAME OF SUCCESS!»

About us

Our main area of practice is litigation in corporate law, bankruptcy, securities,
taxation, property mineral management and mining law, land and real estate
law, competition law, protection of honour, dignity and business reputation,
copyright law.
We also offer legal defenсe in economic-related criminal cases and legal
assistance in complicated family law matters. These are the areas we are
specialised in and have great success in.
Throughout the years of their effective work, the Association's attorneys have
won a great number of challenging lawsuits, bringing the clients' economic
benefit up to billions of rubles. The professionals of Regionservice have also
managed to prevent or stop many illegal criminal prosecutions and to obtain
verdicts of not guilty. The firm's attorneys have an extensive experience of legal
representation before the highest judicial agencies such as the Constitutional
Court, the Supreme Arbitrazh (Commercial) Court and the Supreme Court of the
Russian Federation.
At present, Regionservice is one of the most well-known Russian law firms
located outside of Moscow. More importantly, our unique experience and
nationwide scale of operations reaffirms the image of the Association as one of
the strongest Russian law firms focused on litigation.
Regionservice's offices are based in Kemerovo, Moscow, Yekaterinburg, Tyumen
and Tomsk, where highly professional attorneys, lawyers, specialists in
management and financial accounting, security, IT and PR experts work
efficiently and effectively for the benefit of our clients. Such joint efforts of our
top professionals allow us to successfully resolve our clients' most complicated
and unprecedented cases.
Along with the everyday legal practice the firm's attorneys engage in research
and teaching, pursue academic degrees, act as independent experts and legal
consultants to the state bodies, non-governmental organizations, and mass
media. We author publications and take part in social activities and educational
events. This kind of involvement allows us to offer better quality services. This is
crucial as we hold our clients' reputation with the upmost respect and we will
ensure that their reputation is untarnished and never placed at risk.
The firm has received numerous awards from government bodies and the
Federal Bar Chamber of the Russian Federation for the attorneys' professional
achievements and first class service. Regionservice is an established leader in
the Russian legal market, according to the key national law firm ranking
Pravo.ru300. However, our biggest pride has always been the positive feedback
from our clients and partners, both old and new.

Regionservice entered
the Russian legal market
in 2000, when on November 24th
our specialized law firm
was registered as a member
of the Kemerovo Regional
Association of Attorneys-at-Law.

The demand for a law firm that would be able to defend the interests of the Kuzbass region
and its investors given its successful industrial specialisation and taking into account
special aspects of the local industries, became ground zero for the foundation of
Regionservice.
It is worth mentioning that establishing a law firm under the legislation of 2000 was a fairly
bold step. According to the RSFSR Statute on Advocacy, which was still in effect in 2000,
there was only one possible form of attorneys' practice – a legal consulting bureau.
After the Federal law «On Advocacy and the Bar in the Russian Federation» had been
passed in 2002, Regionservice was reorganized into an independent legal entity –
Association of Attorneys.
That was a milestone that marked a new phase of Regionservice's development towards the
leading position in the Siberian legal market. Since then, in order to meet our clients' needs,
the Association has opened a number of branches, in particular, in Tyumen as it
accomodates the district arbitrazh court of cassation, and in Tomsk where the arbitrazh
court of appeal is located.
Having gained the reputation as the leader in the legal market in Siberia, Regionservice
began to open more branches nationally and in 2005, Regionservice was opened in
Moscow.
In 2009, following a merger with a group of attorneys from the Moscow Legal Center branch
office, a full-time office with the total of over 15 attorneys and lawyers was set up.
This merger has brought in major benefits for both teams and expanded their professional
knowledge and skills. As a result a new brand name was created, and Regionservice
entered the market, boasting highest ever standards of work ethics and customer service.
This action did nothing but benefit our clients.
In 2011 the Association got its first mention in the national law firm ranking Pravo.RU300
and landed among the largest and leading law firms in the number of lawyers and revenue.
Following this, Regionservice has remained a permanent leader in the rankings being the
largest law firm in Russia with the highest operating profit; and its arbitral, bankruptcy and
criminal procedures have been recognized one of the best ones in Russia.
2012 – Marks the launch of our Yekaterinburg branch.
In 2016 the professional accomplishments of Regionservice were recognized by the world's
leading providers of law firm ranking CHAMBERS and Legal500 and the Association was
named Company of the Year.
We believe that in Russia's modern legal market, in order to constantly improve and develop
with the intention to become a company that will be recognized across the world, all law
firms should enter new formal and informal strategic alliances.

Our story

Our vision is to progress our company to be recognized across the globe. Regionservice
looks forward to establishing a number of new outlets in the regions that are of strategic
priority that will benefit our clients. We aim to enhance our interaction with partner law firms
abroad hoping to strengthen our position in litigation and competition with international law
firms and local heavyweights.

5 offices

LEADING POSITIONS IN INTERNATIONAL
AND RUSSIAN LEGAL RATINGS

in Russia

60
lawyers

Top regional law
firm in Russia.

Reliable lawyers
knowing ins and
outs of the most
complex cases.

Their dispute resolution
approach, geographical
coverage and deep
specialization deserve
respect.

20 years
in the market

Track record

Legal market
leader and one of
the best litigation
teams in Russia.

High professional authority
and outstanding
achievements in the field
of advocacy.

Included in the top five
for efficiency and participation
in major disputes.

CIVIL LAW
Contract law, family law, inheritance law, employment law,
enforcement proceedings.

COMMERCIAL LAW
Transactions including land and real estate property, mineral management
and mining, construction, electric power industry, insurance, protection
of business reputation, disputes on debt collection and compensation
of damage and other categories of commercial disputes.

BANKRUPTCY AND ANTI-CRISIS MANAGEMENT
Representation and protection of creditors, debtor, arbitration managers
at all stages of bankruptcy proceedings. Anti-crisis asset management at all
stages of bankruptcy proceedings, debt restructuring.

CORPORATE LAW
Corporate disputes, mergers and acquisitions, business restructuring, corporate
governance and director responsibility, placement and reacquisition of shares.

TAX LAW
Representation of interests during tax control measures, tax audit of financial
and economic activity schemes, pre-trial and judicial resolution of tax disputes,
consultations on establishment and liquidation of business, taxation
of individuals.

PUBLIC SECTOR AND LEGISLATION
Representation and defence before government agencies and regulatory bodies,
disputes with the participation of public authorities, bill drafting and reviewing.

Practice areas

CRIMINAL LAW
Legal representation in economic and corruption-related crimes,
as well as criminal abuse of office. We provide legal support during
preliminary investigation, assist with anticorruption audit and carry
out legal investigations.

SPORT AND SHOW BUSINESS
Dispute resolution on contractual, regulatory and disciplinary issues,
legal support of the sports and entertainment activities, construction
and investment in sports infrastructure matters.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
Legal support during registration, use and protection of intellectual
property rights, including trademarks, inventions, copyrights,
domain names.

ENERGY, NATURAL RESOURCES, INFRASTRUCTURE
Legal support of energy and natural resources projects, including project
finance, civil and industrial construction projects, advice on mineral
management and mining, industrial safety and environmental protection.
Support of public-private partnership projects.

OUTSOURCING
Audit, property appraisal, marketing, investments, advertising, PR,
partnership with law firms in Russia and abroad.

COMPETITION LAW
Analysis of contracts and business schemes for compliance with competition
law, assessment of liability risks for antitrust legislation violation, legal support
of procurement and bidding, advice on the application of competition legislation
in various industries, including media and advertising.

DEFEND THE INTERESTS OF OUR CLIENTS like they are our own.
ALWAYS FOLLOW THROUGH – a major element of our work is efficiency
and effectiveness.

DISPLAY INTEGRITY AND BE FREE OF BIAS in assessing each case
and our capabilities in their resolution.

DO NOT RANK CASES OR CLIENTS IN ORDER OF IMPORTANCE.
Aspire to develop long-term partnerships. Every single client is as important
as the other and every case is regarded as high priority.

AVOID CONFLICT OF INTEREST in relations with clients.
THINK OUTSIDE THE BOX – be creative, do not be limited to practical
arrangements. Be open-minded.

ADOPT INNOVATIONS and treat them as potential for further development.

Our principles

QUALIFICATION AND EXPERTISE. Due to our

COMPLEX APPROACH. Unlike the traditional

in-depth specialization our attorneys have gained
recognition as the most reputable experts in their
related areas of law. Our key practices are regularly
noted by the national law firm ranking Pravo.ru and
even international ranking sites Chambers and
Legal500. Our leading attorneys hold master's or
doctoral law degrees and engage in research and
teaching. They also regularly act as independent
experts and legal consultants. Each one of our
representatives have reached some of the highest
qualifications. Each qualification comes with years of
both educational and professional experience: We not
only have the academic knowledge, but we also know
how to apply it in our clients' best interests.

attorney associations, we adhere to the principle of
team responsibility before our clients. This means we
involve the lawyers from all our branches depending on
the matter and also engage experts in other areas,
such as property appraisers, auditors, PR specialists,
economists and experts in business management.

CLIENT CONVENIENCE. Our professional
activities, internal organisation and communications
are focused on our clients for their convenience and
our transparency. For instance, the firm is equipped
with a special time track software, which allows our
clients to not only receive updates and information on
the progress of their case, but also to check the
validity of the issued invoices as well. In accordance
with the 'Rules for the Provision of Legal Services', the
firm guarantees that every client's application is
processed within 24 hours from the date of filing. For
the convenience of our foreign clients and our Russian
clients abroad, our lawyers are fluent in English and, if
necessary, we engage qualified translators from
German, Italian, Spanish, Polish, Chinese and other
languages.

Why choose us

CONFIDENTIALITY. We guarantee confidentiality of
any and all information, documents and other data
that should be treated as confidential. Since all
attorneys are entitled to a special legal protection that
guarantees non-disclosure of such information, our
clients may rest assured that we keep everything
related to their operations undisclosed. This sets us
apart from many other law firms that do not consider it
necessary to take advantage of these privileges to
better protect the interests of their clients.

MULTIREGIONAL SCALE AND ACCESSIBILITY.
In addition to Kemerovo Head office we have branches
in Moscow, Tyumen, Tomsk and Yekaterinburg. This
makes us available on short notice and allows us to
make our fees lower. We act on behalf of our clients in
any arbitrazh or general jurisdiction courts of all levels,
including the Supreme Court of the Russian Federation,
without any outsourced support. Unlike foreign law
firms or those with branches in Moscow only, we know
all the specifics of the business and court practice in
the regions. Our clients can count on top quality service
during the implementation of their projects throughout
the country.

BROADENING THE LIMITS. We understand that
our clients require consistent growth and development,
and we are here to help. That is why we maintain and
build partnerships with leading law firms in many parts
of Russia and abroad. Eventually, this saves us time
and resources and contributes into the most efficient
and thorough protection of our clients' interests. We are
always glad to share our knowledge and experience
with our clients, and therefore, on a regular basis we
organize and conduct training seminars and academic
conferences, participate in industry events, prepare
analytical reviews on legislation and litigation practice
amendments on issues of interest to clients.

Representation of Kuzbassrazrezugol OJSC
in a court dispute with SIBECO OJSC under
a long-term coal supply contract for CHPP.
Outcome: our attorneys managed to prove the validity
of the contract of supply between coal producers and
power engineers, despite the attempts of the latter to
challenge it and invalidate it in court, and thus to
evade payment of more than 1.2 billion rubles in debt.
The Court of Cassation upheld the position of the
attorneys, according to which filing of a claim for
invalidation of the supply contract is an abuse of right,
regardless of the formal contract procedure violations.
That is why such requirement cannot be satisfied.

Representation of a mining equipment plant
in a dispute with the bank on contesting the
pledge agreements of the entire production
complex, performed by the previous owners
of the plant before the sale of the business
to new owners.
Outcome: the lawyers managed to prove the pledge
agreements invalid for the entire property complex, as
they had been concluded in violation of the corporate
approval procedure for major transactions, as well as
abuse of right in the actions of the previous owner.
Claims filed in the interest of new business owners
were satisfied and left unchanged by three courts of
appeal. Thus, all encumbrances on the property
complex of the plant were removed and the new
owners continued the production process.

Acting on behalf of Deputy Head of one of
the departments of Federal Authority for
Road Traffic Safety of Kemerovo Region in
connection with criminal proceedings on
charges for «abuse of power».
Outcome: dismissal of the case at the stage of
preliminary investigation as the actions of the Client
did not constitute a criminal offence. Client's right to
rehabilitation was also recognized.

Major case victories

Representation of Natsrybprom JSC in a
dispute with Federal State Reserve Agency
(Rosreserv) over the recovery of penalty of
more than 130 million rubles for refusing to
execute government contracts for products
in the Russian Federation state reserve.
Outcome: The Ninth Arbitration Appeal Court satisfied
the client's complaint and dismissed the claim of
Rosreserv.
The attorney's position was based on the absence of
any breach of contract by Natsrybprom JSC since the
contracts had been terminated by agreement of the
parties prior to the agreed delivery period. Therefore,
the penalty for failure to deliver products by Rosreserv
is an abuse of rights. This approach corresponds to the
provisions of the Civil Law, the explanations of the
Plenum of the Supreme Arbitration Court of the
Russian Federation on the consequences of
termination of the contract, as well as the relevant
court practice, including cases involving Rosreserv and
similar factual circumstances.

Representation of Barnaulski Carriage
Repair Plant OJSC in a dispute with
UralSibTrade-Moscow LLC concerning the
invalidation of a surety contract concluded
by the director of the Client in violation of
the provisions of the Articles of Association
of the plant, that restricted the powers of
the sole executive body to conclude surety
agreements.
Outcome: The Arbitration Court of the Moscow District
recognized the surety contract concluded by
Barnaulski Carriage Repair Plant and Ural-SibTradeMoscow LLC as invalid. The lawyers succeeded in
defending the position based on the knowledge of UralSibTrade-Moscow LLC about the absence of the
authority of the plant's director to conclude the
disputed transaction long before its conclusion. It was
confirmed, among other evidences, by email
correspondence of the parties. The decision of the
Arbitration Court of the Moscow District was of great
importance for the business activity of the Client.

Representation of Platinum Real Estate LLC
in a dispute with Bank of Moscow (at
present– BM-Bank JSC) on the invalidation
of swaps concluded as a result of the
bank's wrongful conduct.
Outcome: In all courts, including the Supreme Court of
the Russian Federation, the lawyers of Regionservice
defended the position that cross-currency interest rate
swap transactions conducted by the Platinum Real
Estate LLC and Bank of Moscow were invalid. We
managed to prove that due to the rules of conduct
adopted in the international and Russian banking
environment in the sale of derivative financial
instruments (DFI), banks should take into account the
complexity of relations and experience of their clients
and disclose all known information about the facts and
avoid conflicts of interest. Financial institutions are
obliged to take due care of their clients' interests in
swap and related credit servicing. The obligation of
securities traders to properly inform their clients is
established by the acts of self-regulatory organizations
of professional securities traders, as well as it is
implied by the principle of good faith. In this case the
bank intentionally used its professional knowledge to
the detriment of the interests of its clients looking to
obtain financial advantage.
According to a study carried out by Kommersant
Publishing House, this case was recognized as crucial
in the category of financial disputes in Russia in 2016,
and the legal positions formulated by the courts
became the impetus for amendments in the legal
regulation of derivative financial instruments in Russia.

Acting on behalf of the key shareholders of
Kuzbassrazrezugol in their conflict with the
blocking shareholders - Rail AG and Rail
Invest during restructuring.

Representation of a minority shareholder of
Kuzbassugol in a corporate conflict with the
key shareholders - Severstal Group and
Magnitogorsk Ironworks.
Outcome: Our client's interests were taken into
account in course of the separation of the holding's
assets. The creation of the Kuzbass branch of SUEK,
one of the largest coal producers in Russia, by merging
with the former Kuzbassugol's assets that had been
transferred to MDM Group.

Representation of Kuznetskie Ferrosplavi in
a court dispute with tax authorities
concerning an additional multi-million
charge of profit tax and VAT. The dispute
referred to the legal grounds for the
construction costs to be deducted from the
Future Costs Reserve Fund as expenses
allocated for particularly high-priced and
capital repairs.
Outcome: The case was reviewed twice by the district
arbitrazh court of cassation. Eventually, the attorneys
managed to prove the validity of taxpayer's claim. That
saved Kuznetskie ferrosplavi a few million rubles and
enabled them to fulfill their 5-year plan on
reconstruction and repairs of the factory furnace.

Representation of MDM group in a
corporate conflict with Niuventa, LLC over
Kuznetskie ferrosplavi.
Outcome: Niuventa was stood down from managing
the business, and all operations were transferred over
to MDM Group. The court declared the agreement
between Niuventa and Kuznetskie ferrosplavi, under
which Niuventa abused its power over disposal of the
goods manufactured by the plant, null and void.

Outcome: Successful restructuring of the business.

Note:
Pursuant to Art. 8 of Federal law «On Advocacy and the Bar in the Russian Federation» any information related
to attorney-client relations is deemed to be attorney-client privilege. Therefore, the information contained
in this section is either publicly available or disclosed and published with the prior consent of the clients.

Andrey Lugovoy,
Deputy of the Russian State Duma
I have been working with the attorneys of
Regionservice for over 5 years. In 2007 I took an
important decision to take part in the election
campaign of the LDPR party and run for a seat in the
fifth State Duma. This initiative drew a lot of mass
media attention, but provoked series of publications
that contained some defamation causing damage to
my reputation. Regionservice's attorneys were very
professional and resourceful in my case against
Kommersant newspaper, they managed to get a
retraction and a financial compensation that was
channeled into charity.
The performance of the attorneys was a sheer proof of
their reputation for excellence. They proved their image
of being professional lawyers who thoroughly know
their business and remain composed in the most
challenging circumstances. In cases like this one that
involve a public figure and all media outlets have their
attention focused on it, it is crucial for the attorney not
to get sidetracked by the public opinion. The attorneys
of Regionservice were impeccable at that.

Alexander Melikhov,
CEO, Sibuglemet CJSC
Sibuglemet has been working with the Attorney
Association Regionservice for several years. The
attorneys represent the Subuglemet group of
companies and the key shareholders before arbitrazh
courts and financial regulatory bodies.
During the time of working together, the lawyers have
proven to be a team of highly skilled and qualified
professionals that are able to achieve their goals and
defend their clients' interests. I shall mention that the
internal processes and operations at Regionservice
are very well coordinated, and their client service is
remarkable.
We are sure to recommend Regionservice's team of
attorneys as a reliable partner able to defend one's
rights and interests in corporate law related disputes.

Client Feedback

Vladimir Shaposhnikov,
Head of the Russian Trade Union for the employees of
the construction sector and service companies,
member of the Council under the President of the
Russian Federation for the development of civil society
and human rights
I addressed Regionservice's attorneys to get legal aid
in a very personal matter, which required the lawyers
to demonstrate not only expert qualifications, but also
high personal qualities. Regionservice represented my
interests in a complicated divorce suit, followed by the
distribution of real estate and children's custody. For
me, the clear advantage of Regionservice was their
ability to offer services in various areas of law so I
could take care of both, my property and parental
rights.
Regionservice's attorneys earned my respect for their
complex approach. The lawyers and I often discuss the
legal issues that I face in my everyday work in the form
of a Q&A session. Not only do they propose a solution
every time, but also draw up a set of measures to
prevent any future recurrence.

Boris Titov,
the Russian Presidential Commissioner
for Entrepreneurs' Rights, Co-Chair of the All Russia
Public Organization Business Russia
Regionservice Attorney Association truly contributes to
the support and development of Russian businesses
by acting promply and efficiently. The best evidence of
that is the establishment of a system of affordable
legal aid for small and medium enterprises in
Kemerovo district, and cooperation with OPORA
RUSSIA and the All Russia Public Organization
Business Russia on the frameworks of this initiative.
This kind of high quality legal support to businesses
lays the foundation for a favorable entrepreneurship
environment in Russia and helps increase the
competitiveness of the Russian market.

Jury Kocherinsky,
Chairman of the Board of Directors
of TALTEK Group

Vadim Varshavsky,
Chairman of the Board of Directors
of ESTAR Group

We trust Regionservice with extraordinary challenging
cases that require a lot of third party expertise. Our
cooperation with Regionservice has been successful
for more than 10 years. The firm assists us in major
projects on dispute resolution, corporate issues,
bankruptcy, etc. They have a wide network of offices
across Russia that makes it much easier to deal with
regional cases. All their branches work together as a
team, so we are confident we get professional
representation of our company in almost any court
anywhere in Russia. We trust Regionservice to handle
large cases that require a comprehensive approach.

I was looking for a company that would be able to
provide a comprehensive approach and be able to take
on a big workload of complex cases in different cities. I
want my lawyers to be knowledgeable and be able to
connect a lot of pieces into a single picture. The
Regionservice team meets my expectations.

Andrei Muraviov,
President of Siberian Cement Holding Company
We have long-standing friendly and professional
relations with Regionservice. Despite the presence of
our own quite strong legal service, we choose to
involve Regionservice to represent our interests on the
most major legal issues arising in the course of our
business activity, like tax disputes or corporate
matters. During our cooperation, the attorneys have
demonstrated their high qualification, the ability to
settle complex legal issues promptly and
professionally. Regionservice remain consistent in
defending the interests of the Client, their actions
effective and their approach to the resolution of the
problems is systematic. I would like to note with
satisfaction that our cooperation with the Association
has been very effective and we always achieve the
desired outcome.

Anastasia Fedotova,
Director of Corporate Projects Department
at MDM Group
Our first encounter with the Association took place in
2000, when MDM Group acquired a controlling
interest in Kuznetskie ferrosplavi OJSC, but the former
owners of the plant were in the way of taking over the
company. Regionservice managed to resolve the issue.
After numerous legal proceedings the MDM group
gained control of the company. Subsequently,
Regionservice successfully won all the lawsuits, with a
number of oppressive contracts declared null and void
as a result. Since then, we have frequently used the
services of the Association in solving strategically
important matters. We are always confident that their
lawyers will cope with the task professionally and
quickly. Over the years of our cooperation with
Regionservice it has won more than a dozen litigations
for the Group and the economic effect of its work
simply cannot be overestimated.

Our Clients
CONSTRUCTION
& INFRASTRUCTURE:
Sibshakhtostroy
PROMSTROY
Siberian Cement (Sibts)
Iskitim Cement

ENGINEERING:
Barnaul Car Repair Plant
(BVRZ)
23

Kopeysk Machine Building Plant

PUBLIC AUTHORITIES,
BUDGETARY INSTITUTIONS,
NGOs:
Ministry of Finance
of the Russian Federation
12

12

Ministry of Health
of the Russian Federation

Botievskiy Collective Agricultural Cooperative

12

Federal Agency for the State Property
Management
12

Krasnoyarsk Krai Administration
Public Chamber of Kemerovo Oblast
Kemerovo City Administration

METALS & MINING
EVRAZ HOLDINGS
UGMK
RUSAL
Kuznetskie ferrosplavi, JSC
Krasniy kotelshik, JSC
Mayak Factory, JSC
Teiskoe rudoupravlenie, JSC
Antonovskoe rudoupravlenie, JSC
MDM group

COAL AND ENERGY
PRODUCTION
SUEK
Kuzbassrazrezugol, JSC
Vostsibugol, JSC
Sibuglemet Holding
Belon, JSC
Krasnoyarskay ugolnaya
kompania, JSC
1

TALTEK, CJSC
Biyskenergo, JSC
Kuzbass Fuel Company
Energotrans
AZOT-Service
KATEK, JSC
Shahta Bolshevik, JSC
(Bolshevik coal mine)
1

UKAS-Holding
Yurga Vodtrans
Zarubejugol FGUP

AGRICULTURE:
Belyaevskie produkty Company group
Gornyak Collective Agricultural Cooperative
Krasnoselskiy Collective Agricultural
Cooperative

BANKS AND LEASING
COMPANIES:
Deposit Insurance Agency
MDM Bank
BINbank
Unicredit Bank
VTB24 Bank
Siberian Leasing Company
Sberbank of Russia
ARESBANK
Vestlizing

TRADE & COMMERCE:
All-Russian Exhibition Center (VDNH)
Kuzbass Furniture Company
Transkhimresurs
SHTOF
Holiday Managing Company
Kommersant Managing Company
KORA Managing Company
Gostiniy dvor
Pingvin

12

Pervomaiskiy Collective Agricultural
Cooperative
12

Ziraynovskiy Collective Agricultural
Cooperative
12

Niva Collective Agricultural Cooperative
Pashkоvskiy Collective Agricultural
Cooperative

OTHER:
RENTAKRAN
KOMATSU
The State Academic Bolshoi Theatre of Russia
The Football Team of Russia
Football Club Spartak
Sibirskiy cement
Urengoytrubvodstroy
Iskitimcement
Urengoi truboprovodstroi
Karachinskaya Mineral Water
PIКЕМ
Joy P&H
Glavmosstroy
Ilyushin Finans
Khimprom
Makslevel
Alfa Group Consortium
Prokopievskaya Tobacco Factory
Khimvolokno
Zoloto Kuzbassa

Note:
Pursuant to Art. 8 of the Federal law «On Advocacy and the Bar in the Russian Federation»'
and Art. 6 of the Code of Ethics for Advocates, any information related to attorney-client
relations is deemed to be attorney-client privilege. Therefore, the information contained
in this section has been made public through the mass media or is disclosed and published
with prior consent of the clients.
The detailed information on the completed assignments and client feedback may be found at
our website www.regionservice.com

50 let Oktyabrya Street,13
Kemerovo, 650000, Russia
Tel./fax: +7 (3842) 34-90-08, 34-93-90, 36-87-99, 36-52-03, 34-90-23
E-mail: info@regionservice.com
Petrovka Street, 21/2
Moscow, 107031, Russia
Tel./fax: +7 (495) 621-02-62, 621-32-68. Fax: +7 (495) 621-84-58
E-mail: infomsk@regionservice.com
www.regionservice.com

